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The IELTS Theme Vocabulary Learn IELTS theme is a vocabulary simple way presented, as you could use words and expressions in the IELTS Talking Exam. When you complete each lesson, try using vocabulary in the IELTS-style practice test. Here are our latest vocabulary lessons: Back soon for our latest vocabulary exercises All efforts to make sure that there are no typos
or spelling errors in these exercises. However, if you find one, please let us know and we will update it immediately! IELTS Phrases is specifically for Part 2 (Cue Card), so you can use the below phrases and put a good impression on Examiner.In your IELTS Talking Test, you can use these phrases and increase your Band Score.1. Asking that something on the toss sheet means
excuse me. Can I ask what one word means? Could you explain that word here? 2. Asking if it's okay to talk about something Can I talk about...? Can we talk about ...? is....., a kind of......? Does this/which includes ...? 3. Starting talking part 2 presentation I think I'm ready. Can I start Should I start? I'm going to talk about...... I decided to submit ... I'm very glad I got this theme
because.... There were a lot of things I could talk about, but... It's a strange coincidence that I got this topic because only yesterday.... The only thing I could think of was.... It doesn't exactly fit the question, but.... There were a lot of things I could talk about, but I chose.... 4. Thinking Out Loud / Filling The Silence What's the next question? Did I cover it up? Oh no... I can't remember
the name in English, but.... What more can I say? Well, I suppose..... 5. Fuzzy answers... something like...... around/about/or more or less6. Back on the subject anyway,..... Where have I been? Yes.... Back to the questions on the sheet,....? I think I'm going off topic. 7. Speaking of things you can't remember I can't remember... Exactly, but... I can't remember whether.......,..., but
probably,... I forgot....but...... IELTS Speaking - IELTS Phrases8. Ending Talking Part Two presentation is all I can think of to say. That's all I think I've covered everything. Amm, that's it. I can't think of anything else to say. Can I stop there? Thank you for visiting our post. See more messages If you are looking to travel abroad for professional reasons or want to pursue higher
education in any English-speaking country, then you must give proof of your english. IELTS a.k. The International English Language Testing System is of the most popular and widely accepted tests for proof of English proficiency. To prove your English effectiveness, you need to go through four sections of the test, such as speaking, reading, writing and listening. You need to
prepare well and perform in all parts of the exams to get an overall good group score. Since this is a test to test your English proficiency, you need to use good words in your tasks. The words for IELTS speaking play an important role in achieving good marks. Here in this blog, you'll find a list of topics related to vocabulary and word references for IELTS talk. So let's start the
journey to find the best words for IELTS to speak. The theme of Related Vocabulary for IELTS Talking Here are some topics related to vocabulary for the IELTS speaking test. By studying and using this vocabulary for IELTS speaking you can provide good scores in the IELTS test. READ ALSO: How to answer yes, no and no questions in IELTS Reading Tests? Traveling and
holiday Vocabulary for IELTS Speaking words to use in IELTS saying using a wild safari I have a dream of going on a wildlife safari someday. Youth Hostel These days of college, we used to stay in youth hostels whenever we went for small budget trips. Tourist trap He visited many tourist traps. They went to a travel agency and then booked their package trip. Traveling on
foot/horse I have never traveled on a horse, but I really want to. Stunning landscape It is his passion to capture stunning scenery through his camera. Places of interest We usually make a list of places of interest and then start our trip. Package tour They run a package of travel business. She has a nice cottage in a picturesque village. Spectacular view of the spectacular view of
the mountain has flooded us. Accommodation They are looking for some budget housing. Busman Holiday They used to spend a busman holiday. Self-service Many consider self-service very effective. IELTS Speaking Hometown Vocabulary IELTS speaking hometown vocabulary Example in the offer of a residential area We are looking for a peaceful residential area to rent a
house. The inner city of My cousin lives in the center of the city. High-rise apartments Our populated day is full of high-rise apartments. Sidewalk Cafe It runs a sidewalk cafe. The sprawling city of It lives in a sprawling city. Prestigious stores We have a prestigious store in the center. Local facilities They are looking for good local facilities. In the suburbs, my parents prefer to live in
the suburbs than in busy urban areas. Poor Housing Company compiles a list of poor apartment complexes present in the city. Traffic congestion is problem in many areas. Hobby Vocabulary IELTS Hobby Dictionary Stock IELTS Using the kind words Camping They are interested in camping with us. Climb she wants to learn mountaineering so she can go on an adventure
adventure Photography Photography has always been my passion. DIY I like to watch DIY videos and learn different things from them. Antiques He has a large collection of antiques. Running Coward They joined the running club. Hiking is a good kind of exercise. Skiing We skied in our last before the last winter holidays. Play He plays badminton regularly. The Vocabulary family
for IELTS Talking Family Dictionary Word Use good words Brothers and Sisters rivalry is very common between siblings having smaller age gaps. She belongs to a close-knit family. She doesn't get along with her cousins. Going, despite the fact that we live in different cities, we still try to manage family meetings on different occasions. Working together as she moved out of town
last year, she missed most of the he-together. Next of kin All my next of kin live in the suburbs. Extended family He lives in one of the houses of his large relative. Relatives Not all relatives are best wishes, some love to watch others struggle. Run in a family of Singing Talents runs in the family. Leisure Time Vocabulary Leisure Time Dictionary Using the best words for IELTS
speaking Free Time What do you enjoy doing in your spare time? Relax, it is important to relax sometimes because it keeps your mind at ease. Spend your leisure time in the library. Hobby Dancing is my hobby. Mood exercise lifts my spirits. IELTS Holiday Vocabulary IELTS Holiday Dictionary Stock Use Destination We should choose an amazing place for our next vacation. The
Plan The Right Plan is necessary for a good holiday. Summer holidays In childhood summer holidays were the most pleasant. The word references for IELTS Speaking below mentioned some of the binding words for the IELTS speaking test along with their proper use in sentences. The best words for IELTS speaking for adding more information Link words Use in the sentence
Also talk on the phone, he was also packing his bags. And the boy was arrested by the police, and his family also disowned him. He's also smart as well as sober. Another reason is that he wanted to stay there and that was another reason to buy a house there. Time Phrases for IELTS Talking Part 1/2 IELTS saying useful vocabulary example in the sentence Now, there are hardly
any big trees on the side of the road. At this point, leaving the premises would be a better idea. He currently maintains the store. These days these days he seems to have lost in his world. We don't go there at the moment. Many years ago there was a couple who were deeply in love. When I was younger, when I was younger, I had a bad nail-biting. In the past in the past only
one-screen cinemas, unlike modern ones. Now our goal now is to motivate most of the young people to quit smoking. Then she decided to move on. Ideas expressing idioms and phrases for IELTS Useful phrases for IELTS speaking part 1/2 Example I think ... I think we should wait another half hour. I think... I think there must be some kind of problem in the meter box. I
suppose... I suppose you love the job and try to be effective in doing that. The reason and the solution words to use in IELTS Saying Good Word Example I think it's because I think it's because of the traffic that they haven't yet achieved. I think the best way, I think, is the best way to break out of this trap is to act dead. Because we couldn't go there because of my father's illness. It
was caused by malnutrition. The main cause of her death has not yet been found. I think I think I'll be in the office by noon. To solve they require the CBI investigation to solve the murder mystery. An example of Vocabulary for IELTS Speaking Vocabulary for IELTS saying use For example, we should be more caring to nature, for example, planting more trees. For example, there
are still several dimensions to be worked out, such as the length of tables, etc. Such as There were many color options available, such as red, blue, purple, etc. As they go to different places together like church, library, mall, etc. Being a clear English word related topic vocabulary for IELTS Speaking Example Of What I Mean What I Mean What I Mean What I Mean To Say, What
Is Important To Say, What Both Sides Have to Say, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean, What I Mean, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean to Say, What I Mean to Say, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean To Say, What I Mean To Say, What Is Important To Say,
What Both Sides Have to Say. As I said, the importance of Mother Nature should be taught to children from an early age. What I want to say is that I want to say that we should take care of the child, even if the parents have been arrested, conclusion I hope this article will help you learn good words that you can use during the conversation. Using these words properly you can
definitely get a good group score in the IELTS exam. Share your tips on learning new words by commenting in the box below. READ ALSO: How to answer thread chart questions in IELTS Reading Tests? Guide to Bost IELTS Score Score ielts speaking vocabulary phrases pdf
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